
Folding Techniques
Did you know one die can make many different shapes? See how
you can fold the paper first and then make special cuts to expand

the possibilities of every AccuCut® die you own!
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Stand-Up Shapes
1. Select a die.
2. Fold paper in half.
3. Fold sides of paper in opposite direction

of first fold, 1⁄4" from first fold.
4. Place folds at bottom of shape on die,

leaving bottom blade uncovered.
(This allows shape to remain connected.)

5. Roll through machine with die
FOAM SIDE UP.

6. Unfold letter or shape, flatten fold at
bottom, and glue top edges together.

Hang over a string to create banners. Combine letters to form
names, words and sentences. Use stand-up shapes to make
scenes from books. Step 3 Step 4

Leave bottom 
blade of letter or
shape uncovered.

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

First fold

Second fold

Paper covers
entire shape
on die.

The last edge of paper
should cover blades.

Eight-Shape Ring
1. Select small or mini die.*
2. Place 81⁄2" x 11" paper on table vertically.

Fold into 81⁄2" x 51⁄2" rectangle.
3. Fold again into 41⁄4" x 51⁄2" rectangle

with folds on bottom and right.
4. Bring left bottom corner up at an

angle until it meets right edge.
Fold.

5. Place paper on die with folded
point at bottom of shape. Leave
side blades of shape uncovered.

6. Roll through machine with die
FOAM SIDE UP.

7. Unfold the ring of shapes and flatten.

This fold yields a small eight-sided circle of shapes.
*For larger ring, use bigger paper and large shape.

Folded
point

Left corner Folded
edges

Right
side

Paper

Leave both
side blades
of shape
uncovered.

Step 3Step 2

Step 4 Step 5

Paper Chain
1. Select a die—a symmetrical design works best.
2. Place end of a long strip of paper on the die,

covering entire shape.
3. Accordion fold paper, so folds are slightly

inside of blades on side of shape.
4. When making last fold, edge of paper should

cover blades on side of shape.
5. Roll through machine with die FOAM SIDE UP.
6. Unfold resulting chain of shapes.

Use shapes as borders or leave shapes slightly folded for self-standing designs. Cut
a chain of paper dolls, draw faces and names on each figure and make a “border of
friends” to decorate a room!

Paper

Paper

Step 1

Apple #1 (79-A1300L)

Child w/Shoes
(79-P2047L)

Globe #1
(79-G1360L)

Step 1 Step 2



1. Select a large or jumbo
die with writing space.
Use 12" x 18" paper for
jumbo shapes.

2. Place two white or lined 
sheets on one piece of 
red construction paper.
Fold in half.

3. Place folded paper onto
die with fold inside of
blade at side of shape.

4. Roll through machine with 
die FOAM SIDE UP.

5. Unfold and staple in fold.

Crease center point.

Step 1

Step 3

Step 2

Step 5

Step 4

Step 6

Paper

Use Luminaries 
as Gift Bags

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Leave side
blade of
shape
uncovered.

Shape Books

Step 1

Step 2

Paper

Butterfly #1
(B2300)

Holly Stencil
(H1302)

Snowflake Stencil
(S1606)

Apple #1 (A1300)

Heart #3
(H1215)

Paper

Six-Shape Ring
1. Select small or mini die.*
2. Place 81⁄2" x 11" paper on table

vertically. Fold into 81⁄2" x 51⁄2" rectangle.
3. Bring right edge to the left edge, creasing

only to mark center.
4. Position 81⁄2" x 51⁄2" folded rectangle on table 

with first fold at top. With right hand, bring right 
side of fold down at center crease. Hold in place 
without creasing.

5. With left hand, bring left side of fold down at
center crease. Position over right side, adjusting
both until equal. Press to form flat cone.

6. Place paper on die, folded point at bottom. Leave
side blades uncovered.

7. Roll through machine with die FOAM SIDE UP.
8. Unfold ring of shapes and flatten.

*For larger ring, use bigger paper and large shape.

To make a two-sided 
luminary, place bag 
on stencil die and roll 
through machine. 

To make a single-sided 
luminary, place die inside
bag and roll through
machine, cutting only one
side of bag.

Shape Cards & Gift Tags
1. Select large die for card, small or mini die for gift tag.
2. Fold paper in half.
3. Place folded paper onto die with fold inside of blade 

at side of shape.
4. Roll through machine with die FOAM SIDE UP.

Cut cards or gift tags from any material.
Attach to gifts for a unique personal touch.

Stencil Card or Luminaries
1. Select small or large stencil die.
2. Fold 81⁄2" x 11" paper in half to create a card.
3. Place card front face down over die design.
4. Center design on card, then roll through

machine with die FOAM SIDE UP.

Add a sheet of colored or patterned paper behind the stencil.
Step 3
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Students use shape books as journals and 
storybooks. Fold larger paper vertically to
make more cuts from one set of folded sheets.


